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One of Sydney’s most enchanting harbourside neighbourhoods is the setting
for a collection of spacious residences capturing the attention of downsizers
from the city and further afield.
Kurraba Point juts into the harbour between Neutral Bay and Mosman on the
lower north shore. As well as offering spectacular water views from many
vantage points, the peninsula suburb is a hotbed of heritage architecture,
boasting fine examples of Federation Queen Anne-style homes with elegant

pitched roofs, soaring chimneys and attic windows.

Merrinda sits on Kurraba Point between Neutral Bay and Mosman. Photo: Supplied
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Merrinda from developer Avance is the suburb’s newest arrival. Designed by
PBD Architects with landscape design by Black Beetle, the three-storey
project has an understated brick facade with angled lines designed to invite
light into the homes.
The 14 spacious apartments are arranged into two “bays” on either side of a
central entrance. From level one and up, many overlook the harbour, including
the Harbour Bridge and city skyline.
Inside, timber and natural stone are paired to create a neutral palette that
lends itself to different styles of furnishings. Finishes include chevron timber
floors, a choice of Carrara marble or grey limestone in the kitchen or
bathrooms, wool carpets and high-end appliances. Some apartments have
open-front gas fireplaces. There’s also a residents’ dining room and wine cellar
with secure storage, as well as a ground-floor barbecue and garden.

The development will be home to 14 apartments, with large floorplans appealing to downsizers
looking for luxury. Photo: Supplied

Mark MacKenzie of Colliers International says the location, luxury finishes and
spacious floor plans are tempting a broad range of downsizers.
“We’re finding it appeals to people in their mid-40s, early 50s and beyond,”
MacKenzie says. “They’re people coming out of the local area but also the
upper north shore and country areas like Bowral, Dural and even as far as Port
Stephens looking for that bolthole in Sydney.”
Investors interested in eventually retiring to the lower north shore have also
inquired about the project.

From the first level up, many of the apartments overlook the harbour. Photo: Supplied

“They are willing to lease the property on a low yield knowing full well that …
they have the ability to live in a well-proportioned apartment later on if they
choose to or provide accommodation to their children or other family
members if the need arises.”
Each home comes with between one and four car spaces. Four of the threebedroom apartments include a flexible room that could be used as a second
living room or home office.
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